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Conventional Approach

Shared access – examples:
 The Grameen Phone

 Telecenter

With shared access, the weak are again
on the bottom rung



Poverty and Disability

The “chronic” poor are often those with
multiple handicaps (physically
challenged, lower caste, illiterate,…) –
these are the most important to reach

The “text challenged” are the blind and
the illiterate: audio works for both

Radiophony is therefore audio-centric



FM Radio

The only telecommunications
technology that the poor can afford to
individually own
A simple transmitter, costing a couple of
dollars, turns the poor into content
producers – audio content is the easiest
to produce
But is this modern?



Radio + Internet is a
powerful combination

http://rhzradio.net/index2.htm

The RHZ Amateur Radio Network is a peer to
peer network based on the FCC allowance for
individuals to operate a 100 milliwatt micro-
radio station, RHZ uses the internet to share
content between micro-stations so they can
broadcast the same content at the same time.
Anyone can have their own radio station, with
a hobby kit as low as $30!







Innovative uses of FM
radio

Simultaneous translation

Ecologically friendly public address system,
using a large number of receivers located
near the target audience:
 Low noise pollution

 Consumes very little power

 Multiple voices can coexist

Emergency transmitter after an earthquake







WiFi

At a high point, put a small computer
with at least two WiFi cards:
 One or more, with directional antenna, for

connectivity between villages
 One with an antenna pointing down at the

village

The bandwidth can be used for
telemedicine, distance learning,
interconnecting radio stations…



Lower Frequency

WiFi needs line of sight: the cost of the
mast increases exponentially with the
height
Lower frequency transmission can
penetrate foliage, even walls
Cognitive radio, for instance in the
bands for terrestrial TV, analog mobile..
WiMax designed to work without LoS?



Wireless Optical

A combination of a laser pointer, simple
electronics and a mike could allow a farmer to
send voice to a central receiver, which
broadcasts this via FM radio
RF bandwidth limited: just as optical
technology dominates wired connectivity, so
can wireless optical communications – RF
cannot sustain 500% annual bandwidth
growth
Optical better focussed, uses far less power
No regulatory issues



Approach to telecom for
the poor

Don’t wait for the rich countries to
address such problems

Take a fresh approach: why use FM in
only the way it has been used since it
was invented over 50 years ago

More research needed in wireless
optical


